New
Design

THERE HAS NEVER BEEN A FELT GLIDE CAP THAT CAN EQUAL THIS NEW PRODUCT

Glides & Casters, a division of LCS
Products, is a chair accessories
company specializing in unique
products for schools. We are proud
to introduce our latest innovation:
the SNAP-N-LOC Glide Cap. Here
are some facts you should know:
The cap has two halves connected by a hinge. The top half is slotted
and slides over the original glide shaft. The bottom half contains the
felt and hinges perfectly to contain the metal or nylon bottom of the
glide. When you snap and lock the two halves together, it creates a
Felt Glide Cap that will stay in place permanently.
Never buy another glide cap again. Once the cap is in place, all you
need to do is replace the felt. The felts are just a fraction of the cost
of our inexpensive glide caps.
Our new SNAP-N-LOC felt insert chair caps fit 95% of all school
chairs, desks and tables and are unmatched in the industry.
These new caps can be installed in seconds without any tools. Install
a 4-legged chair in under 30 seconds!
T he mechanism is designed to stay in place once locked, making it
completely tamper proof for safety.
T he felt is contained inside a rim to prevent deformation and increase
longevity.
New and improved felt for even longer lasting chair performance.

Order now!
Call us Toll Free at:
1-877-775-1211
Direct Line:
1-561-775-2122
On the web:
www.chaircaps.com
7-2012

The soft felt will eliminate noise from sliding chairs
(teachers love it!) and keep floors clean from scratching
and marring.
Impervious to water, oil and most chemicals.
100% guaranteed to work with your chairs.
The SNAP-N-LOC Glide Cap
will save you hundreds of
man hours and many dollars
in floor repairs.

